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WX_PLAYER (weather player) is a user-friendly and effective piece of software meant to function as
an audio message generator for COM-port connected repeaters, enabling you to listen to news about the
weather. Clean and simple appearance The utility displays a small and compact user interface, where all
of its functioning parameters can be accessed and customized, in just a few clicks. The dedicated menus

enable you to further adjust WX_PLAYER, so you can play the messages that you need without too
much effort. Define the weather information you want to render through your repeater For starters, you

will need to choose the weather station that you want to work with, from the ‘WX Source’ menu, for
instance ‘Davis Weather Monitor II’, ‘Davis Vantage’, ‘Lacrosse’ or ‘APRS Data’. Subsequently, you can
individually select the information you are interested in, specifically ‘Indoor’ and ‘Outdoor’ temperature,
‘Atmospheric Pressure’, ‘Trend’, ‘Wind’ and ‘Gust’ speed or ‘Direction’, being able to refresh the data at
preferred time intervals. Moreover, WX_PLAYER allows you to opt between US and International unit

systems, from the ‘File’ menu; from this location you can also select the ‘Compass Card’ with ‘8
Directions’ or ‘16 Directions’, according to your needs. Other configuration options include the
‘Announcement Contents’, such as the audio volume, the date format, the 'Hello' and 'Goodbye'

messages, along with the periodicity of the task, in minutes. A useful weather reporting tool To sum it
up, WX_PLAYER is a handy program that can function as a standalone application or as an assistant for
SIMPLEX, allows you to render the weather conditions as audio messages. WX_PLAYER Direct Link:

Slideshow about 'WX_PLAYER' Disclaimer WX_PLAYER is a user-friendly and effective piece of
software meant to function as an audio message generator for COM-port connected repeaters, enabling
you to listen to news about the weather. Clean and simple appearance The utility displays a small and

compact user interface, where all of its functioning
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Get the latest radio news and weather via a COM-port connected repeater Clean and simple interface
Enable audio sample playback on the current channel Shows up to 16 frequencies and a large area map
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Support GPS positions Global distress beacons Automatically register your station on the Echolink
online service KEYMACRO, is a first step to entering the global emergency field and offers valuable

assistance in the case of a radio or battery failure on board. To achieve this, KEYMACRO will be able
to provide vital information and guidance for your current location and will be able to provide the

following services: * RSSI (signal strength) measurement * APRS position * Radio beacon network *
One click battery check * Search for distress beacons on the internet * Map and information

KEYMACRO has two sections, ‘Interface’ and ‘Tools’. The ‘Interface’ section of KEYMACRO provides
a clean and easy to use interface to select your radio channel, allow the user to toggle between the
frequency channels of your repeater. To keep your repeater stable, every time the user selects the
frequency, a location fix is retrieved from the associated satellites and a spectrum graph is shown,

showing the RSSI level of the signal at the time of the selection. This way, the user can clearly see which
channel is more stable and if the radio connection or the frequency is unstable. For users of the

‘Channels’ section of KEYMACRO, you can see at a glance the radio frequency and signal strength of
your channel. The ‘Interface’ section also has a ‘Start’ button, so that you can start the application and the
sound of your choice. The ‘Tools’ section of KEYMACRO gives you complete access to the following
features: * The RSSI of the selected frequency * Map of frequencies and their proximity * Spectrum

graph showing the RSSI level and the power level of the signal * Station details * Status bar showing the
station’s current status (working or not) * Radio beacon list * One click battery check * GPS position *
Countdown for the battery's charge * Search for distress beacons on the internet * Auto-register of your
radio station on the Echolink service KEYMACRO is a great asset to any radio ham. It will keep your

radio stable and allows you to immediately 1d6a3396d6
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WX_PLAYER is a powerful radio-replicating tool for your COM-port connected repeater. When
working in a repeater, WX_PLAYER displays the weather conditions obtained from the selected "WX
Source" - an APRS and DSM daemon. In addition to the weather information, WX_PLAYER allows
you to define the "Hello", "Goodbye" and announcement contents, to allow you to customise your own
messages. Description: A utility that allows you to view the statistics of the connected repeaters, such as
the number of bytes sent and received, as well as the bytes sent and received per minute. Description:
One of the best ways to visualize your APRS frequency, and to view and filter the packets received by
your computer. This program allows you to see your APRS messages in a particular format (with a high
number of statistics), in order to analyse them. Description: One of the best ways to visualize your APRS
frequency, and to view and filter the packets received by your computer. This program allows you to see
your APRS messages in a particular format (with a high number of statistics), in order to analyse them.
Description: A utility that lets you listen to the packets received by the COM-port connected repeaters,
including the number of bytes sent and received, the number of bytes sent and received per minute, and
the number of bytes sent and received per minute per repeater. Description: A useful program that
allows you to define your own long strings. The application remembers the last string you used, as well
as the length and colour of the text that you want to use. Description: An excellent application to create
your own Custom Messages (CM) with a wide range of styles and colours. What is a Custom Message
(CM)? One of the first things you must understand is that most APRS repeaters use the format of the
Custom Messages, or CMS. Description: This application will help you create a custom messages with a
wide range of styles and colors. The application remembers the last string used, as well as the length and
color of the text that you want to use. Description: A powerful application that allows you to create a
wide range of custom messages. The application remembers the last string used, as well as the length and
color of the text that you want to use. The CM can be created with

What's New in the?

- It supports 3 of the most popular audio formats: MP3, WAV and AAC - It features 4 different
announcement types - The application can operate as a standalone application, in addition to being
integrated in SIMPLEX - The program can be used to render announcements of several weather stations
- It is easy to configure and customize - It supports 24 hour data, which allows you to use weather
station's data at any time WX_MESSAGE is a utility intended to generate audio messages in your
repeater, using a list of stations and frequencies, the most popular being the NOAA, the NWS, and the
PAG weather stations. WX_MESSAGE Description: WX_MESSAGE is a simple software for
generating audio messages to a list of selected stations in your repeater, using a text file containing the
list of stations and frequencies. In addition, the application allows you to customize audio messages by
choosing the weather station, format, and the time for rendering the message. WX_MESSAGE Features:
- Supports the most common audio formats: MP3, AAC, OGG, WAV - Allows you to generate weather
stations audio messages - The application is designed for short audio messages - The application allows
you to customize the content of the message - The program can be used as a standalone application, in
addition to being integrated in SIMPLEX SYNOPSIS: WX_REPEATER is a software that emulates a
weather station. With it you can create a weather report for your repeater, so you can get the forecast,
along with the list of other stations that you have. WX_REPEATER Description: WX_REPEATER is a
user-friendly and effective piece of software meant to function as a audio message generator for COM-
port connected repeaters, enabling you to listen to news about the weather. Clean and simple appearance
The utility displays a small and compact user interface, where all of its functioning parameters can be
accessed and customized, in just a few clicks. The dedicated menus enable you to further adjust
WX_REPEATER, so you can play the messages that you need without too much effort. Define the
weather information you want to render through your repeater For starters, you will need to choose the
weather station that you want to work with, from the ‘WX Source’ menu, for instance ‘Davis Weather
Monitor II’, ‘Davis Vantage’, ‘Lacrosse’ or ‘APRS Data’. Subsequently, you can individually select the
information you are interested in, specifically ‘Indoor&
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System Requirements For WX_PLAYER:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 CPU: Intel i3 RAM: 4 GB HDD: 200 MB Recommended: CPU: Intel i5
RAM: 8 GB CPU: Intel i7 CPU: Intel i9 RAM: 16 GB
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